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Kevin & Joni Rayner on New Horizons Blvd 
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The Social Club would like to take the time to 
thank all the volunteers who made this year a big 

success. 

I can't believe this winter is passing by this 
quickly. We are looking forward to seeing those 

who go up North back in the fall. This coming 
year, please be cautious about the Coronavirus. 

It is not a hoax, so please adhere to washing 
your hands, cough into your elbows and be  

considerate of others. Depending on how the 
virus goes, we will continue to keep the  

Community Center closed. 

Regarding sponsors, please mention that you've 
seen their advertisement in our newsletter. 

Just to let you know, I hope the new Bingo  
machine will be installed by the time Fall comes 
around and also the extension on the closet will 
be finished. I hope this will put these two items 

to rest. As far as things to do during the  
summer, I hope the virus will be over with, so we 

can all have a great time. 

SPECIAL NOTE: In preparation for this letter, I 
was going through the calendar for the year and 
noticed an entry for a free New Years Eve party 

on December 31st. I have instructed Clark  
Alexander to remove it from the calendar  

because the Social Club is leaving that date 
open until further notice. We will have a holiday 

party with entertainment at the Community  
Center on December 27th. No one should be  

putting anything on the calendar except Clark 
Alexander, who is the calendar person. For 

those who are trying to undermine the Social 
Club, please discontinue this practice.  

On behalf of myself and members of the  
Social Club, we wish those going home (up 

North) a safe journey and come back in the fall 
ready to have a great time. 

NOBODY CAN DO EVERYTHING, 
BUT EVERYBODY CAN DO SOMETHING 

Your Social Club President and team. 

Ed Goldstein Mim Gardner 
Joyce Bell Andy Castonguay 

Carol Goebel 

LEMON CAKE 

3 Large Eggs, 1 3/16TH Cup Frozen Lemonade Concen-

trate, 1 15,25 Lemon Cake Mix, 3-4 Cups Powdered Sug-

ar, 1 Pinch Of Salt, 1/2 Cup Vegetable Oil, 1/2 Cup Butter, 

8oz Cream Cheese, 1 Cup Lemonade Concentrate Or 

Water. Pre-heat Oven to 350,  

CAKE: Mix Cake Mix, 1 Cup Lemonade Concentrate or 

water, Oil, and Eggs. Pour Into 9X13 Pan. Bake 28-33 

Minutes. Let Cool 15 Minutes. Poke With Fork All Over 

Top of the Baked Cake.  

Whisk 1 Cup Powdered Sugar With 1 Cup Lemon-

ade Concentrate. Pour Over Cake Evenly. Let Soak In 

Until Cake is Room Temperature. Cover and Refrigerate. 

FROSTING: Beat Cream Cheese and Butter Until Light 

and Fluffy. Gradually Add Powdered Sugar and Lemon 

Concentrate and Pinch of Salt, Until Light and Fluffy. 

Spread on Cake and Refrigerate. ENJOY!!!  

I Also Make With Orange Cake Mix and Orange Frozen 

Concentrate. It is Delicious!! -Nancy Huey 

THE COMMUNITY CENTER IS CLOSED TO ALL FUNCTIONS 
UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.  THE BUILDING IS BEING  

SANITIZED TO THE BEST OF OUR ABILITY.  THE POOL, 
SPA AND SHUFFLE COURTS MAY BE USED AT RESIDENTS 

DISCRETION. 

   THE BOARD MEMBERS AND THE CAM WILL BE TAKING 
CARE OF HOA BUSINESS AS NEEDED.  WE CAN BE  

CONTACTED BY PHONE OR EMAIL AT REASONABLE 
HOURS UNLESS IT IS AN EMERGENCY.  10:00 AM until 6:00 
PM MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY IS THE SUGGESTED DAYS 

AND HOURS FOR CALLS.  OUR CONTACT LISTINGS ARE 
PRINTED IN THE NEWSLETTER. 

   WE ARE SORRY FOR THE INCONVENIENCE BUT EVERY-
ONE'S HEALTH AND SAFETY COMES FIRST.  

Sandy Lindke President, GHHOA 
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Play is at Scotland Yards golf course at 10am on 
Tuesdays. The cost is $23.00 per player for 18 holes 

with a cart. 
It is a mixed League that plays a 2 person scramble.  

Meet at the golf course @ 9:30am. 

All players contribute $1.00  for closest to the pin 
prize on 2 par 3 holes.   Signup sheet is in the club-

house.  For further information contact  
Dave or Mary Heim.   (763)439-0998 

If you are the point of contact for an activity, other than 

a game (Pancake breakfast, Connoisseurs, Water  

Aerobics, etc.), and need more information added to the 

information showing in the newsletter (ticket info, dates, 

times, etc.) please send the updated information to 

Clark Alexander, the newsletter editor, at  

newsletter@grandhorizonshoa.org.  Please let Clark 

know if the information update is permanent or will be 

updated on a monthly basis. If you need to have an  

article with more information in it, other than what is 

listed, please send it to Clark. 
Let's start 2020 with Peace, Compassion,  

Consideration and Positive feelings 

   Disruption and unhappiness can start with a small 
wave of gossip or half truths and turn into a tsunami 

rushing through the community. Get both sides of 
the story, make your own conclusion and maybe 

smooth the waters. Harassment and bullying can not 
be tolerated. Life is too short and getting shorter 

every day.  

   Zephyrhills is a small town and gossip travels be-
tween communities. Your reputation is a very im-

portant asset. It goes every where you go and some-
times precedes you. It always catches up to you and 

is proven true or false. 

   Just because things are not done to your  
satisfaction, the way it was done up north or in  

another community does not make it wrong. New 
Math is not what we were taught but the results are 

the same. 

   The HOA Board is given the responsibility of 
 maintaining, replacing or improving our common 

property. The common property is part of our  
investment and theirs. The Board has a very 

 qualified attorney, licensed CAM and CPA to give 
them direction as needed. Our attorney helps draft 
Florida Laws for communities like Grand Horizons. 

   When Board members are elected or appointed 
that does not include their spouse, neighbor or best 

friend. All seven Board members will work for the 
benefit of our beautiful community. They will never 

make everyone happy but the majority rules. 

   If you have a concern or question talk to the Board 
member or persons involved. It is called 

COMMUNICATION, Folks. 

   May you all have PEACE, HAPPINESS and GOOD 
HEALTH for 2020.   - Sandy Lindke 

Couple reminders for those of  us who are  
expecting "youthful" visitors to our community... 

Skateboards, roller skates, and hoverboards are not 
allowed within the Community.  If you have family or 

friends who want to use these, please take them to one 
of the public parks that allows it in Zephyrhills. 

Also, golf carts can only be driven by a resident or a 
guest with a valid driver’s license and only if covered by 

the Resident's homeowner’s liability insurance  
policy.  Please make sure that any young children or 

adults who are not licensed are not driving. It's for their 
protection, the protection of your neighbors, and others 

who might be visiting. 

Thank you, 
Bill Huckeby 

What a GREAT community we have. Thank y’all SO 
much for the cards, calls, visits (until the facility got 

locked down   ) and ESPECIALLY for the moral  

support and meals for Jim and Maggie!  I didn’t worry 
about them nearly as much as I would have if I hadn’t 

known that our wonderful GH family was looking out for 

them!!    

 

Judi Leitzke 

The Grand Horizons Community would like to thank 
Reg Cole for his tireless effort to keep our entrance 

and fence line on Green Slope clean of trash. He has 
been doing this since he became a resident many 
years ago. Thanks Reg for taking on  this endless 

task. 

THIS WILL CAUSE THEIR SETTINGS TO BE OFF AND  
DAMAGE THE ARMS.  Use the walk through gate. The 
Community Center key works for this gate. The walk 

through gate is to be kept locked at ALL times. If you or 
your guest damage the gates and we need a service call 

the resident will be charged.   

   A male person with a bicycle was seen forcing the 
gates apart, pushing the bike through and going to the 

pedestal, punching in a code. The gates opened and 
then closed with the exit gate making noises.  

 

 

Sandy Lindke, President/Facilities 
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SOCIAL CLUB POINTS OF CONTACT 
President: 

Ed Goldstein  813-322-3543 

VP:  

Mim Gardner  813-783-2053 

Secretary: 

Carol Goebel  813-447-0781 

Asst. Secretary  OPEN 

Treasurer:  

Joyce Bell  203-913-0843 

Asst. Treasurer: 

Andy Castonguay 813-355-3197 

Entertainment:  

Gary Wilcox  315-783-9741  

Welcome Committee: 

Rita Gattos  813-355-3344 

Maureen Stephans 813-294-6044  

Pancake Breakfast: 

Dave & Mary Heim 763-439-0998 

Egg In a Bag: 

Ed & Eileen Goldstein 813-322-3543 

Potluck: 

Ilene Nutting  315-771-7862 

Ladies Lunch Bunch: 

Joyce Bell  203-913-0843 

Library: 

Ilene Nutting  315-771-7862 

Bingo: 

Terri Satterlee  813-355-3333 

Cathy Hepp  813-788-5203 

Diane Taggart  813-355-3667 

Sunshine/Bereavement: 

Robbie Lockard  813-453-1733 

Newsletter/Calendar and Scheduling (temp): 

Clark Alexander  813-815-9069 

newsletter@grandhorizonshoa.org 

Card Making: 

Annmarie Shackewyc 813-340-4647 

Barb Livingston  813-377-3151 

Quarter Bingo: 

Rita Gattos  813-355-3344 

Meat Bingo: 

Ed Goldstein  813-322-3543 

Calendar/Scheduling Events: 

Open 

Water Aerobics: 

Rae Rice  269-986-2637 

Day Trips: 

Lynn Dyson  813-788-1305 

Exercise Class: 

Rayalda France  813-779-1980 

Resident Directory: 

Rita Gattos  813-355-3344 

Stamps For The Wounded 

Ray Morris  352-598-8122 

  

Please continue to save any stamps you receive for the SFTW 
program.  If you have any questions about the program please 

feel free to contact me.  Stay safe and healthy.   

 Ray Morris  352-598-2386 

It is against Florida law to feed the wild animals and birds. 
There is plenty of natural food for them. Bird feeders draw 
more than birds. They attract rats, raccoons, opossums, 

squirrels, etc which can carry diseases. These animals can 
also cause damage to your home. They have been known to 

nest in the insulation and chew through water pipes and  
electrical lines. They have nested in car engine  

compartments and chew wires and belts. 

If you feed the feral cats then they become your  
responsibility. Let them keep the rat population down or 

erased. Cats also nest and multiply under homes. Trap the 
cats and get them neutered and vaccinated. Your house cat is 

not to run loose in the community even at night. 

If you like to watch the birds, plant bird and butterfly friendly 
plants in your yard. Let nature feed the wildlife and you can 

enjoy the colorful plants.   

In the past we have had homes damaged by pellet and BB 
gunshots from residents trying to keep animals away from 

their bird feeders. The person doing the damage will be  
responsible for any repair or replacement needed. This is a 

danger to your neighbors and the police will be notified. 

Please be a considerate neighbor. 
Sandy Lindke, President GHHOA 

Notice from Rules and Regulations... 

As many of you have received the newest Rules and Regula-
tions, please note that one of the changes regards fenc-

es.  Under Section L - Fences item 5 specifies that "Fences 
which are constructed and affixed in a “post to post” manner 

are prohibited.". 

Currently, those residents whose homes have an existing 
fence are allowed to keep those fences. However, to keep the 

records up to date and insure that any future ALC requests 
regarding your fence can be successfully reviewed and ap-
proved we need each resident/homeowner to notify the ALC 

Committee Chair that you have a fence.   

Please contact Bill Huckeby at  alc@grandhorizonshoa.org or 
drop a note for the ALC and notify us that you have a 

fence.  Please make sure to include your street address and/
or lot number and name.  We will insure this noted in your rec-
ords so that there won't be issues in the future. We are asking 

for all updates to please be sent to us by June 1, 2020.   

My sincere thanks for the Social Club’s thoughtful and  

generous gift upon my recent hospitalization. It is  

greatly appreciated. Thank you again, Marilyn Webb 

mailto:alc@grandhorizonshoa.org
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COMMUNITY HOA BOARD  

President/Incidents/Facilities:  

Sandra Lindke ............... 813-715-9823 

president@grandhorizonshoa.org 

facilities@grandhorizonshoa.org 
Vice President/Sales and Resales: 

Brian Silva…………………..508-837-9337 

vp@grandhorizonshoa.org 

sales@grandhorizonshoa.org 
Secretary:  

Cindy O’Brien………...419-651-4039 

secretary@grandhorizonshoa.org 
Treasurer: 

Carol Reed ..................... 702-378-0189 

treasurer@grandhorizonshoa.org 
Director: 

Tom Cooper ................... 315-751-7609 

hoardirector2@grandhorizonshoa.com 

Director: 

Gloria Rivord .................. 813-779-5056 

hoadirector1@grandhorizonshoa.com 
CAM:  

(Lifestyle Choice Realty) 

Andy Saunders .............. 321-505-0244 

cam@grandhorizonshoa.org 

andurills@yahoo.com 

Deborah Gorman ........... 407-699-7359 

lcrmgt@yahoo.com 

Bill Gorman .................... 407-491-2230 

wgorman11@yahoo.com 

Rules & Compliance/Architectural & Landscape (ALC):  

Bill Huckeby ................... 717-817-2955 

rules@grandhorizonshoa.org 

alc@grandhorizonshoa.org 

 
HOA Office:  

813-395-5923 

HOA Fax: 

813-395-5922 

 

Congratulations to the new HOA directors. ! 

 

 I have been given the task of calming the unrest in the 

community. I am not a Magician or a Fairy God Mother. 

I seemed to have misplaced my wand. I suggest that 

ALL who have been a part of the situation, sit down, 

relax and think about how YOU are involved and what 

YOU can do to stop the hurtful words. Remember the 

game where there is a line of people and the first per-

son in line whispers a sentence to the second person 

and it is passed down the line? By the time it reaches 

the end of the line it is so distorted and is not even 

close to the first persons statement. When you hear 

hurtful gossip let it stop with you and do not pass it on. 

Not everything you hear or read is true. 

   Anyone who volunteers for any position in the com-
munity only wants to do their best. The HOA Board is 
made up of 7 people. They make collective decisions 

and the majority rules. This is not going to make every-
one happy but we have to abide by the ruling. These 

volunteers do not come with targets fixed to their 
backs. Just treat others like you would like to be treat-
ed. Everyone should get a fair shake but I know life is 

not fair. Consideration and tolerance are the key. 

   Craig works for the HOA but takes direction from the 
Board and the Facilities person. Please do not ask him 

to do tasks on community property. He can not have 
300 supervisors. Bring your request to me or a Board 

Member. If you see something that needs attention, we 
will see that it gets taken care of as soon as possible. 

   Respectfully, 
Sandy Lindke, President GHHOA  

Maureen Stephans and Rita Gattos 

have offered to take on the job of  

welcoming new  

residents to our community.   

All Newsletter Content Due by the 20th each month 

 

Clark Alexander - newsletter@grandhorizonshoa.org 

Thank You for everyone's expressions of Sympathy 

upon the death of my Dad. I would also like to Thank 

the Social Club for their expressions of Sympathy and 

the Gift Certificates.  Everyone's thoughtfulness is 

greatly appreciated.   

Thank you,  Sue Amstutz  
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ILENE  NUTTING 1 

DIANE  KEEFE  3 

DEBBIE PETERMAN 3 

TOM  MEDISE 5 

JOE  LEEDS  6 

PAT  ZENISHEK 6 

HELEN  HARRY  8 

LINDA  HILLMAN 8 

KAREN KIRKBRIDE 11 

DIANA  FRITZ  12 

CAROL  GOEBEL 12 

DIANE  TAGGART 12 

MARY JANE FICKEY 13 

DONNA SCOTT  14 

PHYLLIS MCDANIEL 15 

DORIS  SUTFIN 16 

LINDA  RIDDELL 16 

SUSAN  GAGNON 17 

JOHN  MILANICH 18 

LUANNE TAYLOR 19 

JAMES  SINNER 20 

BOZENA JAGIELSKI 21 

DUDLEY NEWVINE 22 

DIANE  COOK  25 

AL  JOHNSON 25 

JAMES  MITCHELL 27 

FRED  SISK  28 

BOBBIE FORSCHNER 29 

LINDA  KARTES 29 

GLENN  WRIGHT 29 

 

LELAN & CAROL  JONES  2 

THOMAS & GAYNELL  DUKES  4 

DANIEL & KATHY  MCWILLIAMS 4 

ROGER & PATRICIA  OTTO  5 

PAUL & CAROLYN  RAY  6 

PAUL & VIOLET  CROOK 11 

RUSH & CONNIE  MILLER 15 

STEVE & JANET  SHAW  22 

TOM & BEV   HEREK  23 

NICOLAS & SEFERINA VELEZ  27 

JOHN & PHYLLIS  JONES  28 

KRZYSZTOF & BOZENA JAGIELSKI 30 

DON & GINNY   JENNINGS 30 
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  If you know of any resident that is hospitalized or if 

you know of a resident that passes away please con-

tact Robbie Lockard at 813-453-1733.  If you are una-

ble to reach Robbie, you can call Ed Goldstein at 813-

322-3543. 

Their advertisements are what keep this 

newsletter funded. Please mention where 

you saw their advertisement when  

conducting business with them! 

 

Lock your auto's and homes. On the morning of  
February 13 between 2:00 and 2:30 AM some  

unlocked cars in the community were entered.  
Private paperwork was thrown out to get wet or blow 
away. Three late teenage males in hoodies were seen 

walking between 37203 and 37301 Gill Ave which is 
on the cul-de-sac. They were walking in the direction 

of the fence and the rear of the properties. The  
resident did not call the police.  

If you see people walking around in the night,  
especially if they are going up to or between homes, 

notify Zephyrhills Police. 

Please check the fence behind your property for  
entry points and notify me to get them repaired.  

813 715 9823 

Keeping your car keys close by your bed makes them 
available to press the panic button if an emergency 

arises. Someone will check out the cause of the 
alarm. 

Lock your auto, home and shed. 

Sandy Lindke, President HOA 
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Please email me with any corrections that need to be 

made to the birthdays and anniversaries list to  

newsletter@grandhorizonshoa.org. 

If you are new to the community and would also like 

your birthday and anniversary listed, please send me 

that info as I don’t automatically get it when you 

moved in and joined us. 

Clark Alexander 
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